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We present directab initio dynamics studies of vibrational-state selected reaction rates of the
OH1H2→H1H2O reaction. Rate constants for both the OH1H2~v51! and OH~v51!1H2
reactions were calculated based on a full variational transition state theory plus multidimensional
semiclassical tunneling approximations within a statistical diabatic model. The potential energy
surface information was calculated at an accurate level of molecular orbital theory. In particular,
geometries and frequencies along the minimum energy path were calculated at the quadratic
configuration interaction level including all single and double excitations~QCISD! with the
6-3111G(d,p) basis set. Energies along the minimum energy path were further improved by a
series of single point projected fourth-order Mo¨ller–Plesset perturbation theory~PMP4! calculations
using the 6-31111G(2d f ,2pd) basis set. Our present results of vibrational excited state rate
enhancements agree very well with previous experimental data. In view of these results, we also
discuss the accuracy of the Schatz–Elgersma potential energy function in more detail. ©1995
American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Effects of reagent energies on the reaction rate of bim
lecular reactions have been a focus of many theoretical
experimental studies. In particular, the

OH~v !1H2~v8!→H1H2O ~R1!

reaction is emerging as a benchmark reaction for theoret
studying of the effect of reagent vibrational energy on rea
tivity of elementary gas phase reactions.1–15 This is because
~i! the OH1H2 reaction is an important process in combu
tion chemistry,~ii ! its small size permits accurate quantu
scattering calculations to be carried out,6,11,12~iii ! there exists
a reasonably accurateab initio potential energy function
~PEF!, denoted as Schatz–Elgersma~SE! PEF,4 for this re-
action, and~iv! experimental thermal rate constants,16–23ki-
netic isotope effects,18 and rate constants for vibrational ex
citations of either reactant are available.24,25 In fact, it has
been known experimentally that OH vibrational excitatio
has a negligible effect on the rate of reaction~R1!26 whereas
H2 vibrational excitation was found to enhance the rate b
factor of 120640 by Zellner and Steiner,25 and a factor of
155638 by Glass and Chaturvedi24 at 298 K. Theoretical
studies of the vibrational mode specific rate enhancement
far have some mixed success. All previous theoretical stud
correctly predicted the small rate enhancement due to
excitation of the OH stretch.5,9–11 However, results for the
rate enhancement factor due to the H2 excitation varied
widely1,5,9–12and are not in quantitative agreement with e
periments even from recently full 6D quantum scatteri
calculations,11,12which are considered as the most extensi
calculations to date. Although these two full quantu
calculations11,12 are in quantitative agreements with eac
other, the predicted rate enhancement factor for exciting
H2 vibration of 805 at 300 K is too large.11 The authors11

attributed this large factor to the resonance-like peaks at
kinetic energies observed in the calculated reaction proba
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ity for the OH~v50!1H2~v851! reaction. Such peaks were
thought to be due to the unphysical well in the entranc
channel, even though this well had been mostly removed
the employed modified SE PEF.11 Removing these resonance
peaks still yields the enhancement factor of 388. A less a
curate 3D quantum scattering study,1 which were based on a
rotating bond approximation, yielded excellent agreeme
with experimental data on the enhancement factor. Howev
in view of the full dimensional quantum calculations, such
agreements may require further investigation. Previous qu
siclassical ~QC! trajectory calculations predicted the en-
hancement factor of 393.10 Using the original SE PEF, varia-
tional transition state theory plus multidimensional tunnelin
corrections calculations based on a diabatic model for th
OH1H2~v851! reaction noticeably underestimated the en
hancement factor, a factor of 27 at 298 K.9 In addition, full
quantum rate calculations predicted thermal rate consta
too large particularly at low temperatures.6 Such poor agree-
ments with experimental observations have been attributed
defects in the analytical Schatz–Elgersma PEF.

In our previous directab initio dynamics study of the
H1H2O↔OH1H2 reaction,27 we found that the PMP4/6-
31111G(2d f ,2pd)//QCISD/6-3111G(d,p) level of theory
can provide accurate potential energy information for dy
namical calculations. In this case, geometries and freque
cies along the minimum energy path were calculated at t
QCISD/6-3111G(d,p) level whereas energetic information
was further improved by a series of single point PMP4/6-31
11G(2d f ,2pd) calculations. Our calculated thermal rate
constants for both the forward and reverse reactions of~R1!
agree very well with experimental data for a wide range o
temperature.

In this study, our objectives are twofold. One is to stud
the vibrational mode specific rate enhancement in th
OH1H2 reaction using our directab initio dynamics ap-
proach as described earlier, and particularly to examine t
validity of the diabatic approximation in calculating
53355335/7/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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5336 Thanh N. Truong: Reaction rate of OH1H2→H1H2O
vibrational-state selected rate constants. The other is to
vestigate the accuracy of the SE PEF particularly in the e
trance channel of the OH1H2 reaction. It is important to
point out that our present study can only test the accuracy
the SE PEF along the reaction valley which is the most im
portant region for the dynamics of this reaction. This stud
would not be able to identify errors in other regions of th
global SE PEF. Our present calculations were based on a
variational transition state theory~VTST! including multidi-
mensional tunneling corrections within a vibrationally adia
batic model. We also have performed the same VTST calc
lations but with the Schatz–Elgersma PEF. This would allo
us to discuss how defects in the analytical SE PEF manife
in the calculated vibrational-state selected rates of t
OH1H2 reaction.

II. THEORY

The statistical diabatic model to be used with a varia
tional transition state theory plus multidimensional tunnelin
correction for calculating vibrational-state selected rate co
stants for the OH(v)1H2~v8! reaction has been presente
earlier,9 thus it is only briefly discussed here. For reactio
~R1!, there are a total of five generalized vibrational mode
namely, the two out-of-plane bending modes havinga9 sym-
metry, and the stretching and in-plane bending modes hav
a8 symmetry. Within the reaction-path Hamiltonian formal
ism, modes with the same symmetry cannot cross. It h
been pointed out by Truhlar and Isaacson9 that a better ap-
proximation would be to assume that vibrational modes pr
serve their characteristics along the reaction coordinate. T
can be accomplished by correlating vibrational modes
maximizing the overlaps between two successive poin
along the reaction coordinate.

Vibrational-state selected canonical variational transitio
state theory~CVT! rate constants at the temperatureT were
then determined by minimizing the vibrational-state select
generalized transition state theory~GTST! rate constants
with respect to the location of the dividing surface that
orthogonal and intersects the reaction coordinate at the va
s. Within the statistical-diabatic model, the vibrational-stat
selected rate constants differ from the statistical form for th
thermal rate only in the vibrational partition function for the
selected mode. In particular, the vibrational partition of mod
i in statem is given by

qi~m,T!5e2~1/21m!\wi /kT, ~1!

wherek is the Boltzmann constant. In CVT rate, the motio
along the reaction coordinate is still treated classically. Tu
neling along this degree of freedom is included by a tran
mission coefficient. In this study, the effective~diabatic! po-
tential for tunneling in the vibrational-state selected reactio
is defined by

Vd~$mi%,s!5VMEP~s!1 (
i51

3N27 S 121mi D\wi~s!, ~2!

wheremi is the vibrational state of modei and 3N27 is the
number of generalized frequencies for the nonlinearN-atom
polyatomic system. In Eq.~2!, modes that do not correlate to
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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the reactant vibrations in particular selected states are
sumed to be in the ground state. The transmission coef
cients were calculated with the multidimensional semiclass
cal tunneling methods described elsewhere. In this stud
both the zero-curvature tunneling~ZCT! and small-curvature
tunneling ~SCT! methods were employed. The SCT trans
mission coefficients, that include the reaction-path curvatu
effect on the transmission probability, were based on th
centrifugal-dominant small curvature semiclassical adiaba
ground-state CD-SCSAG approximation28 with modifica-
tions for the vibrational-state selected case. In particular, t
transmission probability at energyE is given by

P~E!5
1

$11e22u~E!%
, ~3!

whereu(E) is the imaginary action integral evaluated along
the reaction coordinate,

u~E!5
2p

h E
sl

srA2meff~s!uE2Vd~s!uds ~4!

and where the integration limitssl and sr are the reaction
coordinate classical turning points. The reaction-path curv
ture effect on the tunneling probability is included in the
effective reduced massmeff . Thus, the ZCT transmission co-
efficients can be obtained by settingmeff equal tom in Eq.
~4!. Within the centrifugal-dominant small curvature semi
classical tunneling approach,28 the effective reduced mass is
approximated by

meff~s!5m3minHexp$22ā~s!2@ ā~s!#21~dt̄/ds!2%
1 ,

~5!

where

ā~s!5uk~s! t̄~s!u, ~6!

and where the effective vibrational turning pointt̄(s) in the
harmonic approximation is given by

t ~̄s!5S k\

m D 1/2H (
i51

3N27

@k i~s!#2
wi
2~s!

~112mi ! J
21/4

, ~7!

and whereki is the reaction-path curvature component alon
modei in the vibrational statemi of the reaction-path curva-
turek. The reaction-path curvaturek is given by

k~s!5H (
i51

3N27

@BiF #2J 1/2

, ~8!

whereBiF is the coupling constant of the vibrational modei
with the reaction coordinate. Note that the larger reactio
path curvature, the smaller the effective reduced mass, a
thus it leads to the larger tunneling probability@see Eqs.~5!
and~6!#. This fact is important in our later discussion on the
differences between the Schatz–Elgersma PEF and o
present results. More details on the VTST and CS-SCSA
methods can be found elsewhere.28–32
, No. 13, 1 April 1995
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5337Thanh N. Truong: Reaction rate of OH1H2→H1H2O
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Similar to our previous study,27 geometries and Hessians
along the minimum energy path~MEP! were calculated at
the QCISD/6-3111G(d,p) level of theory. The energy along
the MEP was further improved by a series of single poi
PMP4/6-31111G(2d f ,2pd) calculations at the QCISD/6-
3111G(d,p) geometries. The MEP was calculated in th
mass-weighted internal coordinates using the second-or
Gonzalez and Schlegel method33 with a step size of 0.01
amu1/2 bohr. Note that this step size is a factor of 4 smalle
than those used in our previous study and the integration w
carried out much further into both the reactant and produ
sides. The smaller integration step size used in this study w
needed to assure accurateBiF dynamical coupling constants
in the asymptotic regions. All electronic structure calcula
tions were done by using theGAUSSIAN92 program.34

Rate calculations were done using our newDIRATE
program.35 Our previously introduced focusing technique
was also used.27,36,37However, in this study, we included a
total of 83 Hessian points along the MEP including the st
tionary points to assure convergence in rate constants for
processes considered here, namely the OH1H2,
OH~v51!1H2, and OH1H2~v851! reactions and a continu-
ous description of the vibrational-reaction-coordinate co
pling constantsBiF as functions ofs as discussed below.
Other details are the same as in our previous study.27

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Minimum energy path

Geometries along the minimum energy path are show
in Fig. 1 and are similar to our previous study,27 except that
in this study the MEP was integrated much further into bo
entrance and exit channels, particularly tos equal to23.0

FIG. 1. Geometries along minimum energy path for the OH1H2↔H1H2O
reaction plotted vs the reaction coordinates in the mass-weighted internal
coordinates. Solid curves are bond distances~in Å! and dashed curves are
angles~in degrees!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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and 2.0 amu1/2 bohr, respectively. Due to a much smaller step
size used in this study, the MEP was found to be well be
haved even further in the entrance channel.

Classical potential energy along the MEP from the
PMP4//QCISD calculations and the Schatz–Elgersma PEF
shown in Fig. 2. Recall from our previous study,27 we found
that single point PMP4 calculations at selected points alon
the QCISD MEP have shifted the maximum location to the
OH1H2 side by 0.13 amu1/2 bohr. To obtain more accurate
variational effects, we have shifted the origin of the reactio
coordinate to the location of the maximum of the PMP4/
QCISD potential curve. Note that the barrier heights from
both PESs are quite similar. The difference is only by 0.3
kcal/mol. The barrier widths are also remarkably similar par
ticularly for the top half of the barrier, though noticeably
narrower width was found for the bottom half of the Schatz–
Elgersma PEF. The Schatz–Elgersma PEF has been kno
to have a complex well with the depth of 1.24 kcal/mol in the
entrance channel. The PMP4//QCISD surface also has a w
located further out in the entrance channel. The well depth
of only 0.4 kcal/mol and it is consistent with the range of
dipole-induced–dipole interaction. It is important to point
out that the well in the Schatz–Elgersma PEF has been co
sidered as an artifact and was removed in many dynamic
calculations. We found that the PMP4//QCISD PES de
creases much faster from the saddle point to the existin
H1H2O channel along the minimum energy path than th
Schatz–Elgersma PEF. Consequently, more energy is ava
able for transferring into vibrations in the strong interacting
region of the product channel.

The generalized vibrational frequencies as functions o
the reaction coordinate are shown in Fig. 3. These freque
cies were correlated by maximizing the overlap between no
mal modes of consecutive Hessian grid points. Our prese
results are smoother than those from our previous study d
to a much finer grid used here. Notice that the QCISD OH
and H2 stretching frequencies are about 200 cm

21 larger than

FIG. 2. The classical potentialVMEP(s) energy along the MEP as functions
of the reaction coordinates. Solid line is the present PMP4/6-3111
1G(2d f,2pd)//QCISD/6-31111G(d,p) results and dashed line is from the
Schatz–Elgersma PEF.
, No. 13, 1 April 1995
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5338 Thanh N. Truong: Reaction rate of OH1H2→H1H2O
those of the Schatz–Elgersma PEF and are more accur
The QCISD generalized HOH bend is also much larger in t
transition state region. An important fact, which has not be
discussed in our previous study, is the differences betwe
our ab initio results and the Schatz–Elgersma PEF in th
behaviors of the two generalized OH and H2 stretching fre-
quencies. In particular, the QCISD OH and H2 stretch modes
cross ats about20.35 amu1/2 bohr. In the Schatz–Elgersma
PEF, these modes approach each other to about 90 cm21

apart in this region but do not cross. In order to get th
correct mode specific rate enhancement, Truhlar a
Isaacson9 had introduced a switching function to allow such
crossing.

Finally, we examine theBiF dynamical coupling con-
stants for the H2 stretching mode as functions of the reactio
coordinate as shown in Fig. 4. TheBiF coupling constants
for the OH stretch and HOH bend are quite small relative
those of the H2 stretch, thus they are not shown in Fig. 4
These coupling constants describe the efficiency
vibrational-to-translational energy transfer in the entran
channel and of translational-to-vibrational energy transfer
the existing channel of a particular vibrational mode as i
duced by the motion of the reaction coordinate.38–40 Thus,
they can provide useful information for understanding vibra
tional mode specific rate enhancement. In addition, theBiF

constants contribute to the ‘‘corner cutting’’ effect in calcu
lating the tunneling probability. Notice that the Schatz
Elgersma PEF predict theBiF couplings for the H2 stretching
mode much larger compared to our QCISD results. This m
explain the very large rate enhancement factor for excitin
the H2 stretch obtained in recent full quantum scattering ca
culations using this PEF. Furthermore, such largeBiF cou-
plings also yield a large reaction-path curvature. As a resu
it would predict a large corner cutting effect as seen in Tr

FIG. 3. Harmonic vibrational frequencies along the reaction coordinates.
Solid curves are the QCISD/6-3111G(d,p) results and dashed curves are
from the Schatz–Elgersma PEF. Bars are points where QCISD Hessi
were calculated.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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hlar and Isaacson’s study.41 More quantitative discussion on
this is given below. It is interesting to also point out that i
our ab initio calculations the smaller QCISDBiF couplings
indicate that the energy release into product vibrations is le
efficient but there is much more energy release in the stro
interacting region of the product channel as compared
those from the Schatz–Elgersma PEF.

B. Rate constants

The ground-state adiabatic and state-selected diab
potential energy curves with the zero of energy set at t
corresponding reactant values are shown in Fig. 5. Not
that both ourab initio calculations and the Schatz–Elgersm
PEF yield a similar zero-point energy corrected barrier f
the OH1H2 reaction. The distinct difference is that ourab

ans

FIG. 4. Vibrational-reaction-coordinate coupling constantsBiF for the H2
stretching mode as functions of the reaction coordinates. Solid curve is the
QCISD/6-3111G(d,p) results and dashed curve is from the Schatz
Elgersma PEF.

FIG. 5. The vibrational diabatic potential energy curves along the MEP
functions of the reaction coordinates for the OH(v)1H2~v8! reaction with
(v,v8)5~0,0!, ~1,0!, and ~0,1!. Solid lines are the present PMP4/6-3111
1G(2d f,2pd)//QCISD/6-31111G(d,p) results and the dashed line for
(v,v8)5(0,0) is from the Schatz–Elgersma PEF.
2, No. 13, 1 April 1995



5339Thanh N. Truong: Reaction rate of OH1H2→H1H2O
TABLE I. Calculated rate constants~cm3 molecule21 s21! for the OH1H2, OH~v51!1H2, and OH1H2~v851! reaction. The notationE-n stands for310-n
throughout.

T ~K!

OH1H2 OH~v51!1H2 OH1H2~v851!

CVT/ZCT CVT/SCT Expt.a CVT/SCT CVT/SCT

250 1.56E-15 1.64E-15 @1.53E-15#b 1.55E-15 2.24E-13
300 4.95E-15 5.23E-15 6.18E-15 4.96E-15 4.56E-13
400 3.23E-14 3.36E-14 3.90E-14 3.21E-14 1.46E-12
500 1.18E-13 1.21E-13 1.28E-13 1.17E-13 3.18E-12
600 3.00E-13 3.06E-13 2.98E-13 2.97E-13 5.58E-12
800 1.07E-12 1.08E-12 9.42E-13 1.05E-12 1.21E-11
1000 2.54E-12 2.56E-12 2.04E-12 2.05E-12 2.04E-11
2000 2.10E-11 2.17E-11 1.42E-11 2.14E-11 7.58E-11

aRecommended experimental values from Baulchet al. ~Ref. 42!.
bValue in the square bracket is extrapolation.
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initio PES yields much larger energy release in the stro
vibrational-reaction coordinate coupling region in the prod
uct side. Exciting the OH stretch yields the diabatic curv
nearly identical to the ground-state adiabatic curve and th
is expected to have a negligible effect on the rate. Excitin
the H2 stretch by one quanta significantly reduces the intern
vibrational energy corrected barrier from 6.55 to 4.01 kca
mol and thus is expected to have a large effect on the ra
Thermal and vibrational-state selected rate constants for
OH1H2, OH~v51!1H2, and OH1H2~v51! reactions are
listed in Table I. Arrhenius plots of calculated and exper
mental thermal and state selected rate constants are show
Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.

1. Thermal rate constants

In this study, thermal rate constants were calculated w
a much finer Hessian grid spacing than in our previous stud
a total of 83 vs 28 Hessian grid points, respectively. W
found that the present rate constants are smaller by at m

FIG. 6. Arrhenius plot of the OH1H2 rate constants vs 1/T. The solid line
is the present CVT/SCT results. The short dashed line is from previo
CVT/SCSAG results~Ref. 41!. Dashed–dotted and dotted lines are from ful
quantum calculations~Refs. 6 and 11, respectively!. WdH73, Ref. 20;
AHP75, Ref. 21; SZ74, Ref. 19; TR80, Ref. 22; RNTT81, Ref. 18
OLHW92, Ref. 23.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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22% and in better agreement with the most recently recom
mended experimental data.42 Our predicted rate constants are
in excellent agreement with experimental data for a rela
tively wide range of temperatures from 250 to 2000 K. Pre
vious theoretical studies including full quantum6,11 and
CVT/SCSAG41 calculations based on the Schatz–Elgersm
PEF noticeably overestimate rate constants particularly
low temperatures. Such large error has been attributed to
Schatz–Elgersma PEF having narrow potential width. A
discussed above, this is not the case. To further clarify th
point, we have calculated CVT, CVT/ZCT, and CVT/SCT
rate constants using the Schatz–Elgersma PEF and compa
to results from ourab initio calculations. Recall that SCT
denotes the CD-SCSAG tunneling method which was foun
to yield more accurate tunneling probability than the SCSA
method used in a previous Truhlar and Isaacson study41

Since the same dynamical method was used, the differen
in the rate constants must originate from the inherent diffe
ences in the PES used. At 300 K, bothab initio and Schatz–

us

;

FIG. 7. Arrhenius plot of the OH~v51!1H2 ~lower curves! and
OH1H2~v51! ~upper curves! rate constants vs 1/T. The solid lines are the
present CVT/SCT results. The dashed lines are from previous CVT/SCS
results~Ref. 9!. Dotted lines are from full quantum calculation~Ref. 11!.
Filled and opened circles are experimental data~Refs. 24 and 25, respec-
tively!.
, No. 13, 1 April 1995
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5340 Thanh N. Truong: Reaction rate of OH1H2→H1H2O
Elgersma PESs yield nearly identical CVT rate constants a
ZCT transmission coefficients with differences by less th
8%. CVT rate constants are more sensitive to the bar
height whereas the ZCT tunneling transmission coefficie
are more sensitive to the barrier width, i.e., the larger barr
width yields the longer tunneling path and as results t
smaller ZCT tunneling probability. These results confirm o
earlier discussion that the barrier and the potential width
both PESs are nearly the same. Including the reaction-p
curvature effect in calculating the tunneling probabili
within the SCT approximation enhances the rate by a fac
of 2.66 at 300 K using the Schatz–Elgersma PEF, and on
factor of 1.05 using ourab initio PES. This further confirms
our earlier finding that the reaction-path curvature of t
Schatz–Elgersma PEF is too large. This also explains
large calculated kinetic isotope effects (kH2 /kD2) using the
Schatz–Elgersma PEF, particular at low temperatures.41

2. OH(v51)1H2 reaction

CVT/SCT rate constants for the OH~v51!1H2 reaction,
where H2 vibration is treated thermally, are slightly smalle
than our calculated thermal rate and are plotted in Fig. 7.
the temperature of 298 K, the difference is of a factor of 0.
which is consistent with experimental observation~see Table
II !.26 However, all previous calculations using the Schat
Elgersma PEF predicted a small enhancement factor rang
from 1.28 to 1.69 at 298 K. The differences can be und
stood by examining the generalized frequency plot shown
Fig. 3. The changes in the QCISD OH frequency from t
reactant to the transition state are slightly positive. Th
exciting the OH mode would raise the effective barri
slightly. The opposite is observed for the Schatz–Elgers
PEF after making the diabatic approximation. Note that
QCT and quantum scattering calculations, the H2 vibrational
mode is often restricted to the ground state. We found t
restricting H2 vibration to the ground state only yields a
most 5% difference in the calculated rate constants for
OH~v51!1H2 reaction.

TABLE II. Calculated and experimental rate enhancement factors at 29
for the OH~v51!1H2 and OH1H2~v851! reactions.

OH~v51!1H2 OH1H2~v851!

Experimental ,1.6a 120640b, 155638c

Theoretical
CVT/SCSDd 1.42 26.9
QCT ~300 K!e 1.28 393
RBAf 154
Full quantum~300 K!g 1.69 805

This work
TST/W 0.90 20 020
CVT 0.93 180
CVT/ZCT 0.95 93.6
CVT/SCTh 0.95 88.7

aReference 26. eReference 10.
bReference 25. fReference 1.
cReference 24. gReference 11.
dReference 9. hOur best results.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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3. OH1H2(v 851) reaction

The predicted rate constants for the OH1H2~v851! re-
action are also listed in Table I and are plotted vs the te
perature in Fig. 7 along with experimental data24,25 and re-
sults from previous theoretical studies.9,11 In the present
study, the OH vibration was treated thermally, though w
also found that restricting the OH vibration in the groun
state only yields negligible differences in the rate. Figure
shows that our predicted rate constants for th
OH1H2~v851! reaction are in excellent agreement with ex
perimental data, though slightly too low. Our predicted e
hancement factors ranging from 180 to 88.7 at various lev
of theory, namely CVT, CVT/ZCT, and CVT/SCT, listed in
Table II are within the experimental uncertainty that rang
from 80 to 193.24,25 It has been known that the conventiona
transition state theory plus Wigner tunneling correctio
~TST/W! significantly overestimates the enhancement fact
This is due to the reason as pointed out in Truhlar and Isa
son’s study9 that the dynamical bottlenecks for the
OH1H2~v851! are shifted significantly away from the
saddle point toward the reactants.

Our present results are particularly encouraging since
ing a directab initio dynamics method we were not only able
to predict accurate thermal rate constants and kinetic isoto
effects of the OH1H2↔H1H2O reaction as shown in our
recent study,27 but also vibrational-state selected rate for ex
citing either the OH or H2 stretching mode from first prin-
ciples.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed directab initio dynamics studies of
vibrational-state selected rates of the OH(v)1H2~v8!
→H1H2O reaction. These calculations were based on a f
variational transition state theory plus multidimension
semiclassical tunneling corrections within a diabatic mod
where vibrational modes are assumed to preserve their ch
acteristics along the reaction coordinate. The potential e
ergy information was calculated at an accurate level ofab
initio molecular orbital theory. In particular, geometries an
frequencies along the minimum energy path and at the re
tants and products were calculated at the QCISD/6-3
1G(d,p) level. Energetic information was further improved
at the PMP4/6-31111G(2d f ,2pd) level.

We found that the calculated thermal and state selec
rate constants for the OH1H2, OH~v51!1H2, and
OH1H2~v851! reactions are in excellent agreement wit
available experimental data. In particular, our predicted ra
enhancement factors due excitations of either the reagent
or H2 stretching mode are within the experimental uncertai
ties whereas previous theoretical predictions were either
high or too low for the OH1H2~v851! reaction. This is par-
ticularly encouraging since applications of our directab ini-
tio dynamics methodology to larger polyatomic reactions a
straightforward whereas conventional dynamical approach
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limited to the availability of accurate analytical potentia
force field and also to the size of the system in the case
full quantum consideration. Our present results also illustr
the sensitivity of dynamical results on the quality of the an
lytical potential energy function used. In particular, we foun
that even though the Schatz–Elgersma PEF has similar
rier height and width with ourab initio PES, the large
vibrational-reaction coordinate,BiF , coupling constants in
the Schatz–Elgersma PEF lead to significant overestima
of tunneling contributions at low temperatures and may a
contribute to the significantly large enhancement factor
the OH1H2~v851! reaction predicted by full quantum sca
tering calculations. Such aspects of the PEF have not o
been examined in the past.
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